
HomeShop’s nearly 300 m2 space at Beixinqiao offers new possibilities for working together. 
We are primarily a project space and studio practice involving artists, designers, writers, and 
other freelancers, who periodically experiment together with the forms and manifestations 
which such work can take. The nature of ‘work’ itself is worth considering at a time when our 
own practices make it very difficult to cleanly divide between work and leisure, design and 
art or the professional and amateur—ambiguities that have changed how people are working 
and living today. In recent years workshare spaces have begun to crop up all over the world as 
a response to networked, precarious forms of production. 

Co-working allows for independent individuals to come together in a productive environment 
that fosters collaboration as well as the sharing of knowledge and resources. HomeShop’s 
workspace has since 2010 been shared by: a journalist, an illustrator, the neighbour’s 
daughter, a philosopher, a filmmaker, translators, NGOs and others.

HomeShop’s workshare space has places available for you. You can start at any point in the 
month, join for long or short-term depending upon your needs and be entitled to a pool of 
resources and benefits. See below for details:

空间 Space.  
›  personal desk space for use in common 

workspace 
›  shared kitchen / common dining area
›  70 m2 courtyard 
›  roof access for mini urban gardening
›  space for private meetings can be reserved with 

advance notice

开放时间 Access.
24 hours / 7 days keyed access

资源 Resources.
›  wireless internet (VPN access forthcoming)

›  printer/scanner
›  membership and free loans from the HomeShop 

“10,000 Item Treasury” of publications, tools and 
other paraphernalia

›  free access to selected HomeShop events/
activities 

›  monthly potluck dinner to get to know others 
from the HomeShop community

合租 Rentshare.
RMB 1000/month, utilities included 
(lower rates available for longer term commitments)

Please contact us to learn more, or make an appointment to come by and visit the space.

家作坊 HomeShop  
a__     Jiaodaokou Beiertiao Number 8
 Dongcheng District
 Beijing 100007 PR China
t__      +86 (0)10 8403 0952
e__     lianxi@homeshop.org.cn
w__    www.homeshop.org.cn  |  www.weibo.com/jiazuofang

HomeShop Workshare Space

高山, 流水

合作合租

High Mountain, Flowing Water


